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About This Game

Dark Wish is an adventure role-playing game set in a harsh desert. You play as a wanderer lost in the desert finding a way back
to Megacity. Explore 'The Dust', a strange and unusual place filled with dangerous animals, bandits, and wanderers who pass on

by.

A linear but playful and unique story unfolds as you work towards your goal. But will you make it out of the wilderness before
you lose all sanity?

This game contains some strong language, with themes of violence and visual blood effects.

Key Features

Exploration with story elements: Follow your main quest to escape the desert, but stop to meet unique and weird friends
on the way.

Turn based combat system: 'Beyond-turn' based, a twist to blend time between some actions and allows free movement.
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Character building and inventory system: There are many character builds to try out with RPG mechanics, perks to
choose from, and hundreds of items to find.

Unique Sound Track: Over two-and-a-half hours of original composed and produced 'synthtronica' music created just
for Dark Wish.
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Title: Dark Wish
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Team-Jungle
Publisher:
Team-Jungle
Release Date: 4 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: 2.8 GHz Intel Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 768 MB VRAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 7.0 support

English
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Great game,played it first on the GGJ in Macedonia and i can freely say i dont regret buying it.

The game and its story are unique themselves,with extra cosmetics that you dont need to pay for. Game is easy to play,but hard
to master,and the controls are simple:just press space or LMB!
Plus,I've been waiting for the game to release because it looked interesting on the GGJ and i wanted to support the devs.
AND,for the low price of 2,50 euros,the game is great and its not expensive.

10\/10 would buy another 3 times. Exciting enough for Facebook :) 2\/10. I don't know why this game has so many positive
reviews. It's repetitive as hell.
Another game where your people forget to eat.

All you do is go to a planet, kill the objectives, kill everything else you can, wander planet until you've found all the loot boxes,
return to base, make food. Then repeat this over and over and over (this need a auto-resolve button, after I did this for the eighth
time I wanted to shoot myself). I was expecting you'd be able to do something else on planets, nope, just kill, loot, lots of
running around to make sure you have everything. Honestly, this gets old really fast, unfortunately you have to do this constantly
to earn money and resources.

Combat just consists of rapidly clicking on your enemies.

When you raid a planet you get a research point, get enough you can unlock instantly a new building (the tutorial didn't explain
this, I was left wondering how to make food, since you have to unlock it).

What the game doesn't tell you clearly is how to make money, which is a slow grind..

Funny thing is that my crew won't eat even though there is plenty of food on hand. This eventually leads to not being able to go
to planets and you eventually run out of money and can't do anything. To me this is a severe game breaking bug that should have
been fixed a long time ago (this alone earns this game a negative review (reminds me of other games that have the same
problem)).

The tutorial really didn't explain much, it leaves you to figure it out.

Once you assign a person to a station you can't unassign them from it to "for anyone".

The other issue I had was In the diner, if you queue a large amount of food that you don't have yet, you'll see a error that this
station doesn't have any of the resources in stock. I set a minimum of 70 rations, but only had 50, so no one could eat because I
didn't have the 70 (so they're too stupid to find the other 50?).. Once I dropped it to 20, my visitors got food, but my crew still
didn't eat anything. They slept plenty, but just wouldn't eat no matter what I tried.

Did I mention you have to find everything to use it, like the recycler, you have to remember it's location, then click on it, then
select what you want to put into it. I can already see the complications of having a large base and trying to find a specific
machine.

After two hours I was bored to death with the constant repetitiveness of this game.. Clever idea, poorly executed.
The concept of a tower defense game where you get to take over a gun yourself is pretty sweet. Sadly the controls are awkward
at best, and the perspective is claustrophobic and limited.
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The maps are way too small for a decent tower defense game. I suspect this is a legacy of it having been a mobile game, but
there was no reason not to open things up a bit when porting it to PC.
Odd that right off the bat the game gifted me with so many coins I could buy just about everything up to the max level, seems
like something a developer would do who had given up on trying to make it actually a better game.
The graphics are pretty nice, the aliens look cool and the overall visual presentation is pretty good. The music is also decent, if
somewhat repetitive.
I think most players will also find the game a bit under-explained, the common ability to hover over a button to get some idea of
what it does does not exist here. Not my idea of fun having to guess what so many of the buttons do.
For two bucks or less, might be worth the purchase, but keep your expectations low.. Spirit of the previous games with many
improvments. good game
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Will give it thumbs up, game is OK, not great. Controls feel a bit off, and the beginning tutorial seemed like I would complete
task, but didnt hold a button long enough (for example). A fun visual game, interesting story with quite a few decision points.

Can or will friendship overcome the history of their races

For you to decide how the journey could go.
The outcome at the end depending on choices made during the game.

It is a short game but I'm certainly glad I played it.
I also really liked the music tracks which did emphasise the story.. I bought this game on a whim because I saw it was on sale.

The Prologue I found to be fairly generic and unimpressive, but I can think of a LOT of fantasy games in this style and
presentation like that and quite a few of them have turned out to be gems. So I decided to stick with it and see what happens.
And once the game hits Chapter 1, I think it really starts to find its groove. I actually really like the presentation of Esperia
teaching you how to speak the local tongue of the course of some months, but I may be a sucker for the Florence Nightingale
effect.

When they finally gave me some gameplay beyond the visual novel, I was quite surprised by the depth of the tactics and
planning I had available to me. I do think the UI could use a little more polish but it has a sort of GBA FE7 feel that appeals to
me. It's clear to me that the game is a bit old and using some retro looking effects, but I found it charming enough to go through
the game twice.

The cool thing about this game is that the first couple of NG+'s add new story material. For example, you don't really
understand the bully's motivations the first time through. You get a hand-wave explanation, but it's all alluded to and it isn't
really talked about until the end of the game. When you start your first NG+, the game adds an emotional scene that finally
makes the bully something beyond a one-dimensional rival because they know you already know about this exchange.

There are...a lot of different ending routes but Aselia's is the "canon" one but I've only seen hers and Esperia's (because I really
like Esperia).

This game is definitely not for everyone, but the gameplay is definitely unique and I do recommend it.

I don't know if there's a sequel to this game, but I really hope there is.. Fun little retro-feel game. Not a whole lot of direction
from the game or controls, however it was simple to figure out on my own. The music is fun and game overall looks really good.
The game was not laggy and controlled very well.. I first played this a few years ago on xbox and recently bought it again for
around a dollar. (this review is based about 70% from when I originally played it) Though this is a kids game, some of the
objectives are barely clear what you need to do. I've spent a good amount of time wandering around looking for a solution for
the puzzle they've put forth and have found nothing, forcing for me to look up a guide or video. With that being said, I did really
enjoy it back then, and I've had a pretty good experience with it my 2nd time around. Though there are some times when I wish
the character you played ran a little faster.
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